Furniture Pictures
Every student is furnished with a set that includes one dresser, one desk, one chair, one bed, one mattress, and one moveable wardrobe or built in closet. Below you will see examples of the standard set of furniture*.

* This furniture is common in most traditional halls. Some apartment and houses have a different style of furniture.
3 drawer dresser with drawer open to show size
Typical desk and chair (one per student). The desk has an extendable back to provide more surface as shown. The extension can also be put down to provide more space in the room.
Another angle of desk next to bed
Typical moveable wardrobe (one per student)
Inside of moveable wardrobe with doors open to show hanging bar for clothing.
Typical bed with mattress removed to demonstrate assembly. The single piece spring set locks into the two ends at any height from the top of the pieces to the bottom setting. The bed pictured is set at the lowest setting.
Typical Bed with mattress set at the highest setting. At this height a dresser or other plastic storage can be placed under the bed.
Bed at highest setting from another angle
Bed at higher setting shown with dressers stored underneath
Beds can also be lofted (as shown) to a height between 4ft and 6 ½ feet. The loft shown is at the highest setting. Beds are lofted using two extra bed pieces provided in most rooms. At the lofted height desks and other items could be put underneath.
Bed shown in lowest setting with the additional lofts pieces attached to demonstrate the full range of height options. The bed can be set at any height within the wood frame (floor to ceiling height options)